5 Easy Steps To Organize Your Space

The INSPIRA STUDIO™ modular organizing system was created to make organizing easy, so you can find what you need quickly and get to the fun part of sewing and crafting faster. Take a minute to evaluate your situation and see how the INSPIRA STUDIO™ collection can best help you organize your creative space.

1. Determine the materials you use most and how you work.

What materials do you collect?
• Threads and fabrics?
• Hoops and mats?
• Books and patterns?

What types of projects do you enjoy?
• Small projects or grand scale?
• Sewing? Crafts? A variety?
• Do you work on one project at a time, or work on several at once?

Make a list of your supplies and how many projects you typically have going at any given time.

2. Next, determine the size of your space and decide the organizational items that best fit your need.

Consider how much space you have and how to make the best use of it. Get rid of things that are in the way and take charge of your space! From small solutions to large pieces of furniture, INSPIRA STUDIO™ has options to fit any space. Look at your lists from Step One and think about which pieces best accommodate your materials and projects.

3. Choose your INSPIRA STUDIO™ pieces and order in store.

Learn more about INSPIRA STUDIO™ products and watch online videos at myinspirastudio.com to find out all about the options. Then visit your local INSPIRA STUDIO™ dealer to order your selections. Their sales associates will be happy to help you with any questions you may have.

4. Organize your materials and projects in your new INSPIRA STUDIO™ modular organizing system.

INSPIRA STUDIO™ pieces arrive fully assembled (the activity table needs minor assembly), so it’s quick and easy to begin your transformation. Think about how you work and create an organization system that works best for you—group items by color, type of project, themes, etc. Keep frequently used tools in the most convenient places. Tuck away lesser-used materials where they’re out of the way, but easy to find. Create labels for totes and project boxes for easy identification as you fill your new INSPIRA STUDIO™ pieces with the materials you cherish.

5. Make it your own!

Add the finishing touches. Showcase a few of your creations for a unique touch, and decorate your space so your creative style truly shines!
DESIGN YOUR SPACE

VERSATILE, STACKING MODULAR UNITS LET YOU CHOOSE THE PIECES YOU NEED, AND CONFIGURE THEM TO FIT YOUR SPACE AND WORK STYLE

THREAD CABINET

COMPARTMENT CABINET

FABRIC CABINET

MAT & HOOP CABINET

3-DRAWER SUPPLY CABINET

ACTIVITY TABLE

MOBILE PROJECT STORAGE

MOBILE NOTIONS CART

View product videos and discover what the INSPIRA STUDIO™ collection can do for you at myinspirastudio.com
GUIDE TO ORGANIZE

TIPS FOR ORGANIZING YOUR SEWING & CRAFTING SPACE WITH THE INSPIRA STUDIO™ MODULAR ORGANIZATION SYSTEM
SEWERS & CRAFTERS SPOKE, AND WE LISTENED!
Before designing the INSPIRA STUDIO™ modular organizing system, we interviewed sewers and crafters to learn the biggest challenges in organizing their sewing and crafting materials. The INSPIRA STUDIO™ system incorporates revolutionary design features to answer those challenges beautifully, while helping you create the creative space of your dreams.
WHAT CAN I DO TO MANAGE ALL MY THREAD?

DEFINE IT! The THREAD CABINET creates clearly defined sections to organize thread by color, type or weight. All threads are visible and easy to access, thanks to tilting, removable thread shelves.

AS I COLLECT MORE SUPPLIES, I NEED MORE SPACE TO KEEP THINGS ORGANIZED.

STASH IT! The COMPARTMENT CABINET has storage cubbies and can be accessorized with labeled totes to help create dedicated spaces for everything.

HOW CAN I MAKE THE MOST OUT OF A SMALL SPACE?

STOW IT! The ACTIVITY TABLE provides a versatile height-adjustable work surface for seated or standing tasks, plus it boosts storage space for mobile carts to dock under the workspace.
**CONTROL IT!** The **FABRIC CABINET** ensures fabric is out of the way, but easy to access with pull-out fabric organizer boards. Fabrics are protected from sunlight and dust, but the doors open to beautifully display your fabric options.

**HOW CAN I KEEP FABRIC SO THAT IT’S EASY TO FIND AND PROTECTED?**

**SORT IT!** The **MAT & HOOP CABINET** puts a cabinet to work in place of your walls. Store all your hoops, mats and sewing or crafting essentials in adjustable compartments.

**HOW DO I KEEP THINGS OUT OF SIGHT, YET STILL BE ABLE TO FIND THEM EASILY?**

**FILE IT!** The **3-DRAWER SUPPLY CABINET** organizes books, patterns and papers with adjustable drawer dividers. Label and group materials by category, so they’re easy to find.

**IDENTIFY IT!** **FABRIC TOTES** let you categorize all sorts of things: fabric, stabilizer, batting, trims, craft papers and more. Each one has a label area to note what’s inside, so you can find it fast.

**I NEED A GOOD WAY TO ORGANIZE MATS & HOOPS.**

**BOX IT!** The **MOBILE PROJECT STORAGE** unit comes with 5 labeled work-in-progress boxes to keep everything you need for each individual project in one handy place. Project boxes are sold separately, too.

**HELP ME ORGANIZE MY IN-PROGRESS PROJECTS!**

**ALLOW FOR MY EVERYDAY TOOLS TO BE EASILY ACCESSIBLE!**

**CORRAL IT!** The **MOBILE NOTIONS CART** organizes tools and supplies in a convenient cart that reduces workspace clutter. A removable accessory caddy holds your most-used tools.

**FILE IT!** The **FABRIC CABINET** ensures fabric is out of the way, but easy to access with pull-out fabric organizer boards. Fabrics are protected from sunlight and dust, but the doors open to beautifully display your fabric options.